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Abstract 
Number-theoretic rules are particularly suited to the evaluation of multiple integrals in which the integrand is periodic. 
For nonperiodic integrands, an alternative is to use vertex-modified versions of number-theoretic rules. Good vertex- 
modified number-theoretic rules may be found by doing a computer search based on some criterion of goodness. Such 
criteria include a variant of the L2 discrepancy and the vertex variance. Here we present a result which may be used to 
speed up searches for good vertex-modified number-theoretic rules based on these criteria when the generator vectors are 
of the one-parameter form of Korobov. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
Number-theoretic rules are equal-weight quadrature rules developed by Korobov [7] and Hlawka 
[3] to be used in the numerical evaluation of  s-dimensional integrals of  the form 
I f  = riO, l) s f(x) dx. 
Any number-theoretic rule with N distinct quadrature points may be written as 
N j~0 f .=  YN , 
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where z, the generating vector, is an integer vector such that its components Zl,... ,g s satisfy 
gcd(zl,z2,... ,zs,N) = 1. Here the braces around a vector denote that the fractional part of each 
component is to be taken, so that {x} E [0, 1 )s for any x E ~s. 
The general theory of number-theoretic rules has usually assumed that the integrand f is 1- 
periodic in each of its s variables. In practice, this is not likely to be the case and usually some 
periodizing transformation is required. Examples of periodizing transformations may be found in 
[16, 17]. As an alternative method in which no assumption is made about the periodicity of the 
integrand, Niederreiter and Sloan [13] proposed rules based on modifying quasi-Monte Carlo rules 
so that all the vertices of [0, 1] ~ are used as quadrature points. Application of their modification to 
the number-theoretic rule (1.1) yields the vertex-modified number-theoretic rule given by 
1 1 1N--1 ({ "N)) 
Mf  = is=oZ "" ilZ=O wil...i,f(ix,...,is) + ~ j~l= f J ' 
where the 2 s "vertex weights" w;1...; s have sum 1IN. As we shall see in Section 2, these vertex 
weights may be chosen "optimally". 
To find good vertex-modified number-theoretic rules, one first decides on some suitable criterion 
for measuring oodness. One such criterion is a variant of the L2 discrepancy and is discussed in more 
detail in Section 2. (More generally, it is possible to consider the Lp discrepancy for 1 ~< p < c~.) 
Another criterion is the vertex variance which is considered in Section 3. After choosing the criterion, 
one would then use computer searches to find good vertex-modified number-theoretic rules. 
Suppose we were to search for a good vertex-modified number-theoretic rule with the number 
of quadrature points, N, specified. Then even for moderately sized s and N the number of integer 
vectors z to be searched through is very large. For instance, if N = 125 and s = 6, the number 
of distinct number-theoretic rules is over 3.8 × 101° (this follows from the results in [6] or [10]). 
Thus it is common to limit the search to vectors z of a limited form. A form that has been used in 
[2, 11, 15], and more recently in [1,5, 18] is the one-parameter form of [8], namely 
Z(f l )=( l ,~, f2  .... ,fls-1), ~'E7/, 1 ~<g~<N-1 .  
With this form there are only N - 1 generating vectors to search through. For later use it is convenient 
to define Q(Y) as the number-theoretic rule obtained when the generating vector is z(f), that is, 
1 N-1 { f . z ( t )  
(1.2) 
In this paper we show how the number-theoretic result given in Theorem 1 below may be used 
to speed up searches for good vertex-modified number-theoretic rules when the generating vectors 
are of the one-parameter form of Korobov and the goodness of the rule is measured by the L2 
discrepancy or the vertex variance. These two applications are discussed in the next two sections. 
The result in Theorem 1 has apparently appeared before in [9], but does not appear to be widely 
known. It was rediscovered in [4] where it was used to show how searches for (unmodified) number- 
theoretic rules and "copies" of number-theoretic rules could be speeded up when the goodness 
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criterion was the quantity P~, ~ > 1. This quantity is the quadrature rror obtained when the inte- 
grand is 
1 eZ2nh.x 
f~(x) = Z (r(hl)r(h2)...r(hs)) ~ 
hEZ s 
where r(hi)= max( 1, I h;I) and z = v/Z-] -. P~ is an appropriate criterion to use when the integrands are 
periodic in each of their s variables. Readers interested in this application of Theorem 1 are referred 
to either [4] or [17]. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that we have an s-dimensional N-point number-theoretic rule with points 
{ j ( l ' ( "N ' f~- l )  } - - , j=0 , . . . ,N -1 .  
(i) I f  fm ---- l (modN), then this rule and the rule with points 
{k(m~-l,ms-2,'",m, 1))  k=O, ,N_ I ,  
N ~ . . .  
are identical. 
(ii) I f  (m =_-l(modN), then this rule and the rule with points 
{k ( (N -m)s - l , (N -m)  s-2 ..... N-m,  1)} k - -0 ,  . ,N -  l, N ~ . .  
are identical. 
Proof. For the case ~m - l(modN), we use arithmetic modulo N to obtain 
(1, f , . . . ,  E s-~ ) = ((vfm) s-1 , ( fm)S-Zf l , . . . ,  (~m)lfl  s-2, (fm)°fl s-I ) 
(mS-If s-l, mS-2fs-1, . . . ,  mES-1, ~s-1 )
~s- l (mS-l ,mS-2, . . . ,m, 1). 
However, fm --= l (modN) implies that gcd(Y,N)= 1 and hence gcd(Y~-l,N)= 1. Thus the numbers 
{0,Y s-l, 2 f~-1 , . . . , (N -  1)f ~-1} are just the same (modulo N) as {0, 1 .... ,N -  1} taken in a different 
order. 
Since fm -= - l (modN)  if and only if f (N - m) = l(modN), the fm -= - l (modN)  case follows 
from the result just proved. [] 
2. I_, 2 discrepancy 
As in [13], we shall assume that all the points of the number-theoretic rule (1.1) except for 0 do 
not have any zero components (this holds if and only if all the components of z are relatively prime 
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to N; see [17]). Then recall that the vertex-modified number-theoretic rules are of the form 
({=}) 1 1 1 f JN , Mf = ~ Zi ,  =0 Wi'" ' isf( i l ' ' " ' is)  q- ~ j=l (2.1) 
where the 2* "vertex weights" wi,...is have sum 1IN. For such modified rules, Niederreiter and Sloan 
[13] gave error bounds based on a variant of the L2 discrepancy. To define this quantity, we need 
to introduce the "local discrepancy". For any nonempty subset J of {1,2,... ,s}, let (xt,1) denote 
the vector (Ul,..., u,), where uj = xj if j E J and uj = 1 otherwise. Then the local discrepancy of 
the number-theoretic rule Q at the point (xt, 1) is given by 
g(xt, 1 ) = 1A([0, ul) x .. .  x [0, Us) ) -  ulu2""us, (2.2) 
where A([0, ul ) × . . .  x [0, us)) is the number of points of Q that lie in the region [0, U 1 ) X'-" X [0, U s). 
The variant of the L2 discrepancy given by [13] for the vertex-modified rule M of (2.1) is then 
[ Io' /o' D(M):  . . . .  (9(xj,1)-c~)2 dx~ , (2.3) 
with the sum being over all nonempty subsets J of {1,2,... ,s}. The constants c I in this expression 
are given by 
1 qs(t) ql(J) 
Ct-- N Z ''' E Wi,...is, 
is=O il =0 
where qk( J )=0 i fk E J and qk( j )= l  otherwise. (In other words, we sum over only the components 
not in J . )  
Note that if the rule Q is considered as a rule of the form (2.1), then w0...0 = 1IN while the other 
vertex weights are zero. It then follows that c~ = 0 for Q. This yields 
[ J0' /0' D(Q) . . . .  92(xj, 1) dx~ 
1/2 
(2.4) 
D(Q) may be calculated by using the formulae found in [19]. Further discussion on concepts of 
discrepancy may be found in [12]. 
A justification for use of D(M) as a goodness criterion for vertex-modified number-theoretic rules 
is the result from [13] that under appropriate conditions on f ,  M satisfies an error bound of the 
form 
[If - Mf l  <~ D(M)V(f) ,  
where V(f )  is a measure of the L2 variation of f .  If M = Q, then the error bound becomes the one 
found in [20]. The error bound indicates that for given N, it is desirable to have a vertex-modified 
number-theoretic rule with as small a value of D(M) as possible. 
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Of course, there are many choices for the vertex weights. However, [13] suggested that the vertex 
weights be chosen so as to minimize D(M). They showed that this was achieved by choosing c¢,=~t, 
where 
/0' /0' ~j: . . . .  0(xj, l) dxj. (2.5) 
If we denote this "optimal" rule by if/, then the results in [13] show that M integrates exactly every 
polynomial that is of degree 1 in each of its s variables. A basis for such multilinear polynomials 
is given by the 2 s functions 
Li~...i~ (Xl, • • •, Xs ) -~- Yi~ (Xl)Yi2 (x2)"" Yi, (x,), 
where each i] takes on the values 0 or 1, and 
l - x ,  if j----0, 
Yl(X) = x, if j 1. 
We remark that Li,...is has the value 1 at the vertex (i l , . . . , is) and the value 0 at all other vertices. 
Explicit expressions for the optimal vertex weights are then given by 
1 
1,__ .L i ,  is • Wil"'is - -  2 ~ N j=l 
Upon expanding out (9 (0 ,1 ) -  c¢) 2 in the expression for D(M) in (2.3), we obtain 
D2(M)=~ fool "" fol(g2(xj,1)-mcjo(xj, 1)-l-cfc)dxj 
f0l f01 = DZ(Q) - 2 ~ c] ... g(x2,1)dx ] + ~ c}, 
] J 
where we have made use of (2.4). The expression for ct in (2.5) then shows that the Lz discrepancy 
of the optimal rule/Q is 
Suppose we were to do a computer search to find the value of f satisfying 1 ~< f ~< N - 1 for which 
Q(t') (defined in (1.2)) produced the minimal value of D(A,I). We see from (2.2) that values of g 
are unaffected by a reverse ordering of the coordinate axes. From the expressions for D(Q) and ~ 
in (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that these two quantities have the same property. Theorem 1 then shows 
that the same value for D(M) is obtained using either Q(f)  or Q(m) when Em= l(modN). Thus 
in a computer search we would have to calculate D(/I,I) using only one of these rules. Elementary 
number theory (for example, see [14]) shows that if g E [1,N - 1], and gcd(E,N) = 1, then there 
exists a unique m E [1 ,N-  1] such that (m -- l (modN). Since the case f=m occurs not more than 
twice [14, Corollary 2.8], we see that in the best possible case (which occurs when N is prime) the 
search time is approximately halved. 
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3. Vertex variance 




is=O il =0 
The vertex variance may be used as an alternative criterion for assessing the goodness of vertex- 
modified rules (a justification for the use of this criterion may be found in [13]). 
Explicit expressions for the vertex weights that minimized D(M)  were given in (2.6). There are 
2 s vertex weights, but it follows from [17] that 
Wij ""is = Wl - - i l ,  1--i2 ..... 1--is" 
Thus there are only 2 s-I vertex weights that need to be calculated. In particular, if we treat i l--- is 
as a binary number and let v( i l . . ,  is) denote its value in decimal, then we need to calculate the 
vertex weights wil...is for 0 ~< v(il . . .  is) <<, 2 ~-1 - 1. 
With the vertex weights calculated by using (2.6), suppose we were to do a search to find the 
value of f for which Q(f)  (defined in (1.2)) produced the minimum value of the vertex variance 
1 1 
. . .  1~ 2 
is =0 il =0  
Then it is not difficult to verify that Q(f)Li~...i, = Q(N-  ~)Li,,1-i:,i3,...,~,, where ~s is is if s is odd and 
1 - i~ if s is even. As a consequence, the same value of the vertex variance is obtained using either 
Q(~) or Q(N - f).  Thus we can restrict he values of d to be integers in the interval [1,N/2] rather 
than the original interval of [ 1, N - 1 ]. 
If ~m -- l (modN),  then Theorem 1 shows that Q(d)Li,...i~ = Q(m)Li, i~_,...i~. It then follows that 
if ~m - l (modN),  then the same value of the vertex variance is obtained using either Q(d) or 
Q(m). A similar result holds in the Ym - - l (modN)  case since Ym -- - l (modN)  if and only if 
E (N-  m) ------ l (mod N) and we know already that the same value of the vertex variance is obtained 
whether we use Q(m) or Q(N-  m). 
It follows from elementary number theory that if ( E [1,N/2] and gcd( f ,N)= 1, then there exists a 
unique m E [1,N/2] such that either Em --- l (modN)  or Em -- - l (modN) .  Thus the computer search 
time can be reduced by making use of this result. As for the L2 discrepancy, the best possible case 
occurs when N is prime. Then the search time is approximately halved. 
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